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EDITORIAL

DIALOGUE
AND PROXIMITY
THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS
HELD ON MAY 7 IN PARIS AND THE MEETINGS WITH
SHAREHOLDERS HELD IN OTHER CITIES OF FRANCE
provided a perfect opportunity for frank and open dialogue with
all shareholders. Nearly 3,700 of you attended the Annual
General Meeting at the Palais des Congrès in Paris, and more
than 1,000 came to the Lyon and Bordeaux events. Your
questions on the issues of strategy, businesses, innovation,
Group’s geographical footprint, tax, geopolitical risks, CO2
emissions and many other topics triggered a series of rich
and varied discussions, the quality of which is always highly
motivating for the Company’s executive management and teams.

BENOÎT POTIER,
Chairman and CEO

RELIVE THE ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING OF
SHAREHOLDERS OF MAY 7
at www.interactions.
airliquide.com

To borrow the title of this letter to shareholders, interaction
is at the heart of the relationship between the Group and all
its shareholders. The process of dialogue with institutional
shareholders regarding governance issues that began during
the Annual General Meeting will continue in coming months to
ensure that the information provided is even more transparent,
without compromising the interests of the Company.
In today’s challenging economic environment, I am delighted
to witness the stability of our individual shareholder base,
which, at 37% of the Company’s capital, is exceptional for
a CAC 40-listed company. Please be assured that I stand
alongside other CEOs in promoting and defending patrimonial
shareholding in France and the wider Europe, because it is
the cornerstone of long-term investment policy and ensures
the stability and independence of our companies.
The proximity we value and maintain with our long-term
shareholders feeds the trust they have in the Group. It is your
loyalty that allows us to build the success and future of your Group.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR LOYALTY AND ENJOY YOUR READING!

Published by the Air Liquide Communications Department, 75, Quai d’Orsay 75321 Paris Cedex 07
Printed by: TI Médian impressions - Photo credits: Air Liquide, Creative Spirit, Getty images,
Graphic design:
Grégoire Korganow/La Company, JCNDiaye, Stéphane Remaël/La Company, Thinkstock, Sergio Zacchi, RR.
Data as at May 27, 2013.
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KEY FIGURES

> ENVIRONMENT

> TRAINING

3.6

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Change in energy consumption, by cubic meter (m3) of air gases produced
(base 100 in 2007)

100

101.3

103.3

training days per employee
on average in 2012

99

99

98.8

> LOYALTY
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

loyalty rate amongst
engineers and managers
during 2012

REVENUE LINKED TO LIFE AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Percentage of applications that preserve life and the environment in the Group’s
revenue

43%
33%

2011

2005

95.4%

> INNOVATION

316
patents filed
in 2012

1,000
researchers
of 35 nationalities

> ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF MAY 7, 2013
Participation rate

52.35
of the voting rights

INTERACTIONS

%

More than

140,000
shareholders cast their votes, including
more than 12,000 on the Internet
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READ ONLINE THE FULL
CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
AND SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT REPORT
at www.airliquide.com
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REGIONS

> KEY FIGURES
MORE THAN

1,100
employees

44

sites throughout
Brazil

BRAZIL, A FAST-GROWING MARKET
As the leading economic power
in South America, Brazil is now
experiencing unprecedented
expansion. Growing demand from
players in energy, healthcare and
industry (steel, paper, food processing,
glass, etc.) offers excellent prospects
for Air Liquide, which has maintained a
presence in this country for 65 years.

A booming business

Air Liquide Brazil continues to develop
and expand in this enormous country.
Two contracts were signed here in
2012: the first with bottler FEMSA,
the largest drinks supplier in Latin
America, and the second with
Suzano, the region’s second-largest
paper producer. These projects
were accompanied by a €70 million
investment in a new air separation
unit due to be commissioned at the
end of 2013. The recent opening of
4
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industrial gas filling centers at Bauru
and Presidente Prudente is also giving
Air Liquide the opportunity to expand
in the Sao Paolo region and operate
even closer to its customers.

Healthcare, a fast-growing market
The Air Liquide Brazil Healthcare
business now contributes nearly
20% of revenue in Brazil. The growth
of the Home Healthcare business under
the VitalAire brand has picked up pace
since the 2012 acquisition of two
companies specializing in respiratory
assistance. The purchase of Globalmed
has also expanded the expertise of
Air Liquide Brazil in sleep apnea.
Air Liquide has also won a contract
with the City of Sao Paulo for monitoring
2,000 patients at home under oxygen
therapy. Lastly, Healthcare business
development is benefiting from new
contracts with hospitals.

“Like that of
South America as
a whole, the dynamic
economy of Brazil
is a growth driver
for Air Liquide,
both in industry
and healthcare.”
Augustin de Roubin,
Group Executive Committee Member
and Vice-President South America

Air Liquide’s letter to shareholders - June 2013
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> BRAZIL IN PICTURES

International teams
In Brazil, the Group employs more than 1,000 people
from all backgrounds.

Over 65 years of
presence
With a continuous
presence in Brazil since
1947, Air Liquide is one
of the country’s largest
industrial gas companies.

ic
A comprehensive range
Air Liquide supports the region’s industrial
development by supplying many products, services
and technologies, with particular emphasis on
the Healthcare activity.

New location
At the end of 2013, a new air separation unit
(ASU) will begin production of liquid oxygen,
nitrogen and argon to serve the region’s iron
ore mining and steelmaking sectors, as well
as its healthcare activity.
INTERACTIONS
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LISTEN TO THE INTERVIEW
WITH AUGUSTIN DE ROUBIN,
VICE-PRESIDENT SOUTH
AMERICA
at www.interactions.
airliquide.com
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a few weeks. Home Healthcare
providers such as Air Liquide
therefore have an essential role
to play in ensuring successful
treatment.

BUSINESSES

SLEEP APNEA: PUTTING
AIR LIQUIDE EXPERTISE
TO SERVE PATIENTS

How does Air Liquide
support apnea patients?

What treatment is
available for patients
with SAS?

Around the world, between 5% and 8%
of the adult population suffers from Sleep
Apnea Syndrome (SAS). To treat this
widespread and often unrecognized
condition, Air Liquide develops its
technological expertise, as well as offering
a real relationship with the patient and a
complete support service. Dr Bruno Mauvais,
Respiratory Marketing Director,
Air Liquide Healthcare, explains…

The gold standard for sleep
apnea is Continuous Positive
Airway Pressure (CPAP)
administered at night. A special
piece of equipment generates
and delivers a constant
pressurized flow of air via a
mask to keep airways open and
avoid any pause in breathing.
This daily treatment is effective,
but restrictive, and half of all
patients give up using it after

Once the medical prescription
has been issued, the Air Liquide
delivery teams provide patients
with the medical equipment
they need. The quality and
safety of CPAP equipment
are guaranteed by our
evaluation laboratory, by
an extremely rigorous set
of maintenance, cleaning
and disinfection procedures.
Thanks to their attentive local
presence and education
resources developed with
expert medical practitioners,
our team members have the
ability to listen to, and inform,
each patient to make sure that

THE EQUIPMENT
COMFORT

THE SYMPTOMS

A broad choice of equipment
and masks to offer each patient
what precisely meets their needs.

SAS makes its presence felt:
• At night, with snoring and
frequent extended pauses in
breathing causing a drop in
blood oxygen levels and sudden
reawakening.
• During the day, with feelings
of sleepiness: fragmented sleep
is not refreshing sleep.

Mask

5% - 8%
of adults have SAS

(1)

8 of 10

CPAP (2)

CPAP VENTILATION IS
AN EFFECTIVE, BUT
RESTRICTIVE, TREATMENT

SUPPORT

don’t know it

Specially trained and experienced teams
that provide patients with attentive
local service. Personalized assistance
integrating CPAP treatment into patients’
daily lives.

SERIOUS
CONSEQUENCES
Left untreated, SAS:
• may be accompanied by
cardiovascular complications
• increases the risk of road,
and workplace accidents.

AIR LIQUIDE IMPROVES
DAILY LIFE FOR APNEA
PATIENTS

Home services

Daily monitoring

THE SERVICES
1. SAS : Sleep Apnea Syndrome.
2. CPAP : Continuous Positive Airway Pressure.
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teams

ce
tients’

their treatment is progressing
well. Air Liquide also offers a
more intensive support program
in the first month of treatment;
in some countries, a nurse calls
patients regularly to find out how
they are progressing and boost
their motivation to continue the
treatment.

CSR

CUSTOMER SURVEYS:
LISTEN, MOBILIZE, ACT

What kind of solutions does
Air Liquide develop to
optimize this treatment?

Patient compliance is a key factor
in treatment effectiveness. With
Air Liquide intensive support
program, 9 patients out of 10 are
still compliant with the treatment
after a few weeks. Air Liquide
has also developed an innovative
remote monitoring system called
Nowapi which adapts the support
provided in real-time to meet the
actual needs of the patient. Its
first widespread application is
currently in progress in France.

SAFETY
Tested and checked equipment.
Rigorous maintenance and disinfection
procedures.

EFFICIENCY
An innovative remote monitoring
system that provides a complete support
service to each patient and uploads
information to the doctor in real time.

At Air Liquide, improving the
way we listen to customers
is crucial to competitiveness.
That’s why, since 2011,
“Action Surveys” have
been conducted amongst
customers as part of the
ALMA strategic program.
This approach is designed to
identify customer perceptions
of the Group, and assess the
levels of satisfaction they
deliver. In 2011 and 2012,
15,000 interviews were
conducted in around forty of
the Group’s operating countries.
Following these interviews, more
than 1,000 customers were
visited by Air Liquide managers
to gain a clearer understanding
of areas for improvement.
Local action plans have been
implemented in every country
to secure the loyalty of existing
customers and attract new
ones. Between now and the end
of this year, the program will be
extended to all Group operating
countries, supported by a series
of global action plans yet to
be defined. The challenge is
INTERACTIONS
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to secure the loyalty of existing
customers and win even
more new customers. “The
information gathered by the
surveys is particularly valuable
in the context of global action
plans and the development of
innovative offerings that respond
more precisely to customer
expectations,” explains initiative
manager Giovanni Brangani.
“These surveys also give
us an objective view of our
performance, and allow us
to see where we stand relative
to our competitors. This process
is very stimulating for our
teams. It gives us even more
of an incentive to mobilize our
strengths to improve our services
and create value for customers,
and therefore for shareholders.”

15,000
satisfaction surveys
conducted with Group
customers.

WATCH THE MOVIE “LISTENING
TO OUR CUSTOMERS”
at www.interactions.
airliquide.com
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INNOVATION

air liquide’s OPeN
iNNOVaTiON

THE APPROACH

Against a background of
increasingly competitive
markets and constant social
change driven by the digital
revolution, limited resources,
the rise of the urban middle
class and many other factors,
the Group has introduced an
open innovation approach
inviting contributions from
every corner of its ecosystem,
from startup companies to
graduate schools, universities,
industrial partners and
competitiveness clusters.
Today, 60% of the Group’s
research and development
projects are conducted within
public/private partnerships.

THE CHALLENGES

From energy to the
environment via healthcare,
bio-resources, materials
and information technology,
this open innovation approach
allows air liquide to explore new
areas offering strong prospects
for growth. The ultimate goal
is to identify possibilities for
extending its portfolio of
technologies and entering
new markets. such agility is
a strength that can shorten
time-to-market for new products

and services, and enable the
business to stay ahead of its
competitors at all times.

THE PROJECTS

Air Liquide is stepping up
its cycle of innovation by
investing in startup companies
with expertise similar to its
own. these investments are
made via ALiAd, the whollyowned subsidiary that forms
part of its advanced Business
and Technologies network of
entrepreneurial companies.
in april this year, the Group
made a capital investment in
Hydrexia, a young australian
company involved in developing
an innovative technology for
storing hydrogen in the form
of magnesium hydride. This
solution will soon enable
air liquide to supply its
industrial customers with
hydrogen stored in hydride
form at competitive cost.

discover Air Liquide’s
innovAtion in pictures
at www.interactions.
airliquide.com
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YOUR QUESTIONS

ÉRIC PRADES,
Vice-President Advanced Markets
DIDIER HENRIOT,
Securities Accounting
and Tax Manager,
Air Liquide Shareholder Services

“It is important to inform
your account manager of
your tax status.”
THE QUESTION
What are the conditions for exemption
of the 21% withholding tax on dividends,
for French residents only?
To benefit from this exemption, your reference
taxable income for the previous year must be
less than €50,000 for single taxpayers
or less than €75,000 for couples. In this case,
you will have to submit a sworn statement to your
account manager (Air Liquide Shareholder Services
for direct registered shareholders, or your bank
for intermediary registered or bearer shareholders)
before November 30 of current year and you will
benefit from the exemption the year following
the sending of your statement. After that date,
21% of the gross dividend amount
will be automatically withheld at pay date.
Direct registered shareholders can download
a pre-filled sworn statement available
each year at the end of September from their
personal online account at www.airliquide.com,
Shareholders section.

“Air Liquide accompanies
the car manufacturers”
THE QUESTION
How is Air Liquide contributing
to the development of hydrogen fuel
cell electric vehicles?
Air Liquide designs, develops and installs
hydrogen filling stations that can fill vehicles
with hydrogen in less than 5 minutes. More than
60 Air Liquide hydrogen filling stations have
already been delivered worldwide (in North
America, Germany, Japan, Korea...). In 2012,
the Group opened its first public station in
Düsseldorf, Germany. New stations in Brussels,
Bremen, Rotterdam and Birmingham will be
commissioned by 2014. Air Liquide is therefore
ready to support car manufacturers who have
announced that hydrogen-powered electric
vehicles will be available by 2015-2017.

?

TO VOTE FOR THE
QUESTIONS YOU’D LIKE
OUR EXPERTS TO ANSWER
IN THE NEXT ISSUE
visit www.interactions.
airliquide.com

INTERACTIONS
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MORE SERVICES
FOR YOU

2013
I register
my shares

2014-2015

REGISTERED SHAREHOLDING:
A SIMPLE AND VALUED
SOLUTION
2016*

Two full
I receive the
calendar years first loyalty
bonus for my
registered
shares held
since 2013

2017-2018* …
and I
continue
to receive it
the following
years

Via the Shareholders
section at
www.airliquide.com

Shareholder Services
75, quai d’Orsay
75321 Paris Cedex 07
France

THE LOYALTY BONUS IN BRIEF

Why become a registered
shareholder?

Being a registered shareholder
brings you many advantages.
Registered shareholders enjoy
direct contact with Air Liquide
in addition to receiving a loyalty
bonus* of 10% on the total dividend
value received and the number of
free shares allocated.

There are two types of
registered shareholding

Convert your shares to
registered shares… it’s easy!
From now on, you can convert your
bearer shares to registered shares
and take advantage of the loyalty
bonus from 2016 onwards. Just
download the conversion form at
www.airliquide.com, Shareholders
section.

* For shares held for two full calendar years and
subject to the conditions defined by Air Liquide’s
articles of association.

Intermediary: your Air Liquide
•shares
are held by your bank

(in a PEA savings plan, securities
account, etc.). Your bank or other
financial institution then remains
your main point of contact.
You will receive shareholder
information directly.
Direct: your shares are directly
managed by Shareholder Services.
You will receive free handling and
management as well as reduced
broker fees (0.18% excl. tax on
transaction value, with no minimum).
The Shareholder Services team
is available to assist you with
your transactions. If you wish,
you may also manage your account
and buy or sell orders directly via
our dedicated website.
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Shareholders Lounge
Open Monday - Friday
9:00 am to 6:00 pm (GMT +1).
75, quai d’Orsay Paris 7e - France

+ 33 (0)1 57 05 02 26
(from outside France) or
0 800 166 179
FREE FROM A FRENCH LANDLINE

AVAILABLE
FOR IPAD
SOON

•

10

CONTACT US

FULL EXPLANATIONS ON THE
SHAREHOLDING OPTIONS
at www.interactions.
airliquide.com

More than 4,000 of you
have downloaded the free
Air Liquide Shareholder App
from the App Store and
Google Play… We thank you!
Starting this fall, the App will
also be available free of charge
for iPad. In response to your
requests, it is being enhanced
with new functions, including
direct access to your share
portfolio for direct registered
shares!
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FOCUS ON

WHY JOIN
AIR LIQUIDE’S
SCC?
Every year, four shareholders
from the Shareholders’
Communication Commitee
(SCC) leave to make way for
new members, who, like their
predecessors, will be elected
for a non-renewable period
of three years. Applications
are now open until July 31.

2013 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING:
THANK YOU FOR YOUR LOYALTY
Once again this year, the Annual General Meeting chaired by Benoît Potier
in the presence of the members of the Board of Directors provided the
opportunity for open discussion with all shareholders. Held at the Palais
des Congrès convention center in Paris on May 7, the Meeting was attended
by nearly 3,700 people. Shareholders representing 52.35% of the voting
rights approved all the resolutions presented.

SHARE PRICE
Evolution of Air Liquide stock price
from May 25,2012 to May 27,2013

Air Liquide
CAC 40 rebased
on the Air Liquide
share price

€

After three years of active
participation, Gérard Martinod
tells us about his experience.
“I wanted to join the Committee
to find out more about what
happens inside Air Liquide,
especially in terms of energy
and environment issues, which
are particularly important to me.
It was also an opportunity I felt
I should grasp in order to express
my vision as a small shareholder.
Ever since it was formed in 1987,
the SCC has been committed
to identifying shareholder
expectations, especially in
terms of communication. So
I contributed to working groups
on the redesign of interactions
and the development of the iPad
Shareholder App. Every SCC
meeting is a special opportunity
to discuss issues directly with
Benoît Potier, Chairman and
CEO of the Group.
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Air Liquide: +13.1%
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CAC 40: +31.1%
Dec.

Jan.

2013

Feb. March April May 27

DISCOVER OUR FISCAL
SIMULATORS (FOR FRENCH
RESIDENTS ONLY)
at www.airliquide.com,
Shareholders section
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DIARY
June 2013
“INNOVATE” ON IPAD
•
AND ANDROID
The “Innovate” Annual Report App
is available for free for iPad and Android
tablets

30

July 30, 2013
RESULTS
Publication of first half results

•

Fall 2013
YOUR PORTFOLIO
•
ON IPAD
The Shareholder App is available
for iPad

08

October 8, 2013
SHAREHOLDERS’
•
MEETING
Air Liquide Shareholder Services meets
shareholders in Copenhagen, Denmark
July 2013
PRIZE DRAWING
For the sixth year running, Air Liquide
will partner with the Fountains Night
Show event at the Palace of Versailles
this summer. More than 10,000 visitors
per night come to enjoy the spectacular
experience of fountains and fireworks
each weekend. You have until July 21,
midnight to take part in the prize
drawing and win tickets.
Registration at www.airliquide.com,
Shareholders section.

•

?

24

October 24, 2013
REVENUE
Publication of third quarter revenue

•

13

November 13, 2013
SHAREHOLDERS’
•
MEETING
Air Liquide Shareholder Services meets
shareholders in Helsinki, Finland

22

November 22 and 23, 2013
ACTIONARIA
Air Liquide attends the 15th Actionaria
exhibition at the Palais des Congrès
convention center in Paris

•

09

October 9, 2013
SHAREHOLDERS’
•
MEETING
Air Liquide Shareholder Services
meets shareholders in La Rochelle

21

October 21, 2013
SHAREHOLDERS’
•
MEETING
Air Liquide Shareholder Services meets
shareholders in Rennes

LOAD THESE DATES DIRECTLY
INTO YOUR E-DIARY
www.interactions.airliquide.com

+

WOULD YOU LIKE TO VOTE ON THE
QUESTIONS YOU’D LIKE OUR EXPERTS
TO ANSWER IN THE NEXT ISSUE?
Visit our website
www.interactions.airliquide.com

WOULD YOU LIKE TO VIEW AN
ILLUSTRATION OF YOUR AIR LIQUIDE
PORTFOLIO WHEREVER YOU ARE?
You’ll find our Shareholder App
in the App Store and Google Play

WANT TO RESPOND?
WANT TO FIND OUT MORE?
Contact us
at www.interactions.airliquide.com

LOOKING FOR INFORMATION
ABOUT THE GROUP? LOOKING
FOR THE LATEST NEWS?
Visit our website
www.airliquide.com

WANT TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT
THE GROUP ON VIDEO?
Visit the Air Liquide video channel
at www.youtube.com/airliquide

WANT TO STAY IN
CONSTANT CONTACT?
Follow us on Twitter
@AirLiquideGroup
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